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Inside, the feel is calm and 
serene. A neutral palette 
and fine furnishings bring 
the stone interior wall 
and barnboard ceilings to 
life. OPPOSITE: Gracious 
gardens and perfectly 
placed hardscapes surround 
this BigEast-built home. 
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WWhen it comes to building luxury homes 
on time and on budget, Cole Leibel of 
BigEast Construction has developed a 
winning formula. He says the design, the 
material, the trades – everything – has to 
be ready and scheduled before the building 
begins. “Planning, communication and trust 
are everything,” Cole says while standing in 
front of a stunningly beautiful modern-rustic 
home in north Innisfil that he completed 
inside and out in just eight months.

“When I build a home I work on the whole home until it’s complete,” 
he says. “There’s no stopping and starting because we’re waiting for 
materials and trades. I’ve planned out every aspect of the build so the 
project runs smoothly and is completed as promised.”

Cole has had wonderful teachers. A third-generation builder with an 
honours degree in business management, he’s been swinging a hammer 
since he was a very young boy. His passion for building is evident in every 
finished detail.

OPPOSITE TOP: Two sitting areas flank the open gas fireplace 
in the great room. One area is for watching TV, the other is for 
conversation. OPPOSITE BOTTOM: No detail was overlooked in 
the kitchen. A large maple, granite-topped island is surrounded 
by the best in custom cabinetry. An old iron pot rack found a 
new home, adding practical interest above the island. LEFT: 
Professional-grade appliances, lots of prep space and solid-wood 
cabinets, inside and out, make this kitchen a cook’s dream. TOP: A 
natural gas, open log-set fireplace is the obvious focal point in this 
intriguing room. ABOVE: The laundry/mudroom is off the kitchen. 
There is a separate entrance from the front of the home. Large 
baskets by the door are used to hold shoes.

Continued on page 33
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This house was inspired by its surroundings – five-and-a-half acres of 
mature forest. “I wanted to build a house that would capture the beauty of 
the undisturbed land,” says Cole. “The footprint offers 360-degree views 
with each window and door framing the treed landscape.” The 4,500 sq. ft. 
home stands at the end of a winding driveway. You can’t see the home from 
the street, a must to ensure peace and privacy. Relaxed gardens in green 
and white grace the front of the home. A large-cut flagstone walkway and 
stone stairs lead to the black, hand-distressed solid-wood front doors.

“The front and side doors arrived in solid oak,” Cole explains. 
“However, new doors didn’t fit the profile here.” A talented artist hand-
distressed and painted the doors to create the look of an old find. The 
exterior of the home is finished in stone and wood siding, with matching 
window trim.

Look up… way up to the chimney where handmade terra cotta 
gargoyles form the chimney flu.

Inside, Kristylynn Banman of KL Interior Design worked with a 
talented team to achieve a polished, relaxed look with a neutral palette, lots 

of texture, natural elements, comfortable furnishings and fabulous lighting.
“It’s so important during the building process to have a clear design 

direction,” Kristylynn says. “My design team ensured all the finishings 
were carefully planned for during the process.” 

The same stone was used inside, to emulate the look of a solid stone 
structure, while connecting the spaces with a continuous wall that starts 
in the dining room, and follows through the bedroom hallway.

The stone wall forms a U-shape that frames the inviting courtyard 
outside. The U shape of the house, along with the openness achieved by 
the series of French doors, creates inter-connectedness throughout.

That wall, along with barn-board ceilings in the dining room, living 
room and the hallway, formed the inspiration for the interior design.

Cole sourced an old barn, took it down and cleaned the wood. His 
skilled trim-carpenters hand-cut the boards and arranged them on the 
ceilings. “It was really great to incorporate the character and history of 
the 150-year-old barn,” says Cole. The weathered grey patina sets the tone 
for the rest of the interior. 

OPPOSITE COUNTER CLOCKWISE 
FROM TOP LEFT: (1) The theatre room 
downstairs is one of the most popular 
rooms in the home. (2) Natural elements 
add charm, texture and outside-in 
atmosphere to the inviting dining 
room. (3) Vintage posters add colour 
throughout the home. (4) Exit the 
dining room onto the terrace where a 
wood-burning fireplace warms the space. 
ABOVE: The home sits on five-and-a half 
acres. Huge trees frame the property. 
A courtyard is beautifully furnished for 
outdoor living. LEFT: The courtyard is 
private, with a dining area, lounge, wood-
burning fireplace and a flatscreen TV.

Continued on page 34
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“We used a palette of grey, soft beige and cream,” Kristylynn says. “The 
walls throughout the entire house are painted White Down (by Benjamin 
Moore).” Even the kitchen cabinets, beautifully handcrafted and installed 
by Bateman Custom Furniture & Cabinetry, are White Down.

Tumbled-marble floors in the dining room and kitchen make way for 
hand-planed maple in the great room and bedrooms. The main living area 
is open and flows easily from one area to another.

In the dining room, two large antique iron lanterns hang above a long 
reclaimed wooden table surrounded by linen-wrapped Parsons chairs. 
Wing-backed chairs in a fun zebra fabric sit at both ends. A blonde, teak 
wall unit holds books and a collection of white china.

A large maple island (Bateman) anchors the kitchen. A stainless steel 
apron-sink and professional-grade appliances shine. A large iron pot rack 
hangs over the granite-topped island. The cabinet style is a sunken-panel 

shaker with a hand-cut quarter-inch bead. Solid wood, soft-close doors 
and drawers have European hinges. It’s a true chef’s kitchen that doesn’t 
feel out of place in the comfortable home.

A natural gas, open log-set fireplace is the stunning focal point of the 
living room. Kristylynn’s team cleverly designed two sitting areas on either 
side of the mantel. The first, off the kitchen, is ideal for conversing with 
friends. The other area is set around a large flat screen. Up above are two 
large, custom hand-forged iron fixtures (Northern Iron). The chairs and 
sofas are covered in neutral linens and durable cottons. Lots of patterned 
pillows add texture and interest. A raw-wood and iron table shares the 
space with a black antique chest. Colour comes from the art. Large, 
framed, vintage posters are hung strategically on the walls throughout the 
home, offering bright, saturated hues. Fresh flowers in green and white 
(Joshua’s Greenery) add life.

ABOVE: This elegant bathroom is a shared space, 
located between the two guest rooms. There is 
a separate shower and toilet room for ultimate 
privacy. TOP RIGHT: The beautiful beadboard 

ceiling was the inspiration for this room. Texture 
and shape add to the seaside feel. RIGHT: The 

checkered rug and polished-nickel four-poster bed 
give this room a sophisticated charm. OPPOSITE 

TOP: The glamour is in the master bedroom, where 
mirrored furnishings sparkle. OPPOSITE RIGHT: 

The hallway leads to the master suite.

Continued on page 36
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The bedrooms are calm and beautiful. The front guest room has a 
fabulous tray ceiling finished with beadboard. “The ceiling depicted the 
whole look of this room, giving it a relaxed feel,” Kristylynn says.” Texture 
comes from the shutters, the sisal rug and the bed pillows.

A stunning shared bath connects two guest rooms. A basketweave, 
white marble floor with grey grout defines the pattern. The mirrors above 
the long Caesarstone counter with vessel sinks inspired the design. There 
is a separate marble-encased shower room and a separate room for the 
toilet. “It’s very functional and private,” Cole says of the layout.

The second guest room sparkles with a nickel-plated bed and a fun 
grey and white checkered cotton rug.

The master is an oasis all its own. The en suite is luxurious with 
creamy wainscoting and Crema Marfil floors and counters. A tile rug in the 
centre of the room is beautifully designed. A vessel tub with striking black 
fixtures grabs attention. A large dressing room is right around the corner.

The master bedroom is glamorous with continued wainscoting, 
textures in cream, and floor-to-ceiling custom drapes. A mirrored dresser 
and bedside tables shine.

Leibel is completely satisfied with the finished home. He has taken 
great care to ensure talented trades used the best materials available to 
build and finish this home. He worked closely with Kristylynn and her 
team to create an interior that is polished, relaxed and comfortable.

A perfect plan, indeed.  OH

The master bath is exquisite with 
fine details, including matching 

tile inlays on the floor and in 
the shower. The entire room is 

bathed in Crema Marfil with black 
accents. ABOVE: There are two 

separate areas for him and her – 
she gets the larger space.
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